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Agenda
• Announcements and updates
• Carbon market ratings agencies – David 

Valerio
• Principles – final review + consensus
• Legislative updates – Growing Climate 

Solutions Act, SEC disclosures rule, and 
CFTC comments

• Carbon Credits and the Circular Economy –
discussion  



Upcoming Events

• SWG meetings every other month for the
rest of the year
oMay 9
oJuly 11
oSeptember 12

• Upcoming Climate Smart Webinar: Carbon
Market Updates – March 21 at 10 AM CT

• Insurance subcommittee – March 28 at 10
AM CT



Rating Agency Overview
David Valerio, Customer Lead

david@renoster.co
713-478-9395



What do carbon credit rating agencies do?

Post-issuance reviews

● Reviews of the quality of carbon 
credits that have already been 
issued by registries and are being 
traded on the market

Pre-issuance services

● Due diligence on carbon projects 
before they are issued credits by 
registries on behalf of offtake 
buyers or project investors

Carbon credit rating agencies conduct due diligence on the  quality of 
carbon projects on behalf of corporate offsetters and financial investors



Why do they exist?



Who are the main companies in this industry?



Who are their potential customers?

● Carbon credit buyers
○ Spot market

■ Post-issuance
○ Offtake agreements

■ Pre-issuance
● Carbon project investors

○ Pre-issuance
● Insurance providers

○ Pre-issuance

● Marketplaces
○ Post-issuance
○ Pre-issuance

● Traders
○ Post-issuance

● Brokers
○ Post-issuance



Deep transparency

NbS specialists

Quantitative, not qualitative

Our reviews become public

What makes Renoster different?

Our science is open-access 
so you can check our work

We quantify how much carbon is 
removed or avoided for every 
credit issued to a project

We have have an expert team 
of 5 forest carbon scientists 
conducting our due diligence

Our analyses become open to the 
public after a time window for 
paying customers to serve the 
common good



Thank you!
Shoot me an email at david@renoster.co or give me 

a call at 713-478-9395 if you want to talk shop



Principles: final draft + consensus



Summary & timeline

• 2021: principles first published
• 2023: updates drafted by BCarbon staff
• 2024: presented to stakeholders (Jan)  feedback  re-

presented (Feb) feedback
• Now: final version has taken stakeholder feedback from the 

past two months into account



Principle 1
BCarbon is a nonprofit organization formed to address 
climate change and aid in the global energy transition, 
primarily through nature-based solutions. We work as an 
agent of change in the voluntary carbon market by issuing 
carbon credits and generating solutions to the persistent 
problems of accessibility, quality, and scale.



Principle 2
BCarbon is both a registry and a research hub. We work with 
landowners, project developers, buyers, and industry leaders to 
develop Protocols that are rigorous and practical, and we 
collaborate with corporate, academic, and government partners 
to explore innovative solutions to market challenges.



Principle 3
BCarbon adopts an inclusive, holistic view of ecosystem services. 
We see ecological health as foundational to the socioeconomic 
and cultural resilience of all communities. Credit issuances under 
BCarbon protocols are dedicated both to the removal and 
mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions and the enhancement of 
ecological and social integrity.



Principle 4
BCarbon aims to engage, support, and uplift diverse and 
marginalized communities, with particular attention to the rights 
of indigenous peoples and communities disproportionately 
impacted by climate change. BCarbon also acknowledges 
barriers that prevent participation in projects by certain 
landowners and interested parties and is engaged in the 
exploration and implementation of new ideas to overcome these 
obstacles.



Principle 5
BCarbon is committed to transparency via open-access 
collaboration and hosts a monthly stakeholder group that brings 
together voices from disparate disciplines and sectors to 
problem-solve, inform organizational direction, and share 
knowledge.



Principle 6
Highlighted portion = new

BCarbon views the legitimacy and defensibility of credit 
issuances as a responsibility owed to both the end user of the 
product and the public. We use direct measurement, field testing, 
and other science-based, best-practice metrics to balance 
Protocol practicality with rigorous and reliable quantification. We 
are committed to staying up to date with the most current 
technologies to support transparency and reliability of our 
Protocols and credits.



Principle 7
BCarbon sees the transition towards a circular economy that 
accounts for the value of natural ecosystems as fundamental to a 
sustainable future. We support the development of a thriving and 
accessible carbon market as a key step towards this goal.



Gauging consensus



Legislative updates
Growing Climate Solutions Act
SEC ruling
CFTC comments on additionality



Growing Climate Solutions ACT (GCSA)
• Authorized USDA to establish a 

voluntary Greenhouse Gas 
Technical Assistance Provider and 
Third-Party Verifier Certification 
Program (December 2022)

• Designed to reduce entry barriers 
into voluntary environmental credit 
markets for farmers, ranchers, and 
private forest landowners

• General Assessment of the Role of 
Agriculture and Forestry in the U.S. 
Carbon Markets released last 
October



GCSA
• On February 27, USDA announced 

intent to move forward with the 
program

• Expected to be established in 2024
• USDA will soon solicit information 

on protocols to be evaluated for 
inclusion

• USDA will concurrently establish 
the charter for the program’s 
advisory council and seek 
membership nominations in 
Summer 2024



The Enhancement and Standardization of Climate-
Related Disclosures for Investors

Required disclosures include: 
• Gross scope 1 and 2 emissions (excludes 

small and “emerging” registrants)
• Governance and oversight of climate risk
• Impact of climate risks on company strategy, 

business plan, etc.
• Management processes for climate risk
• Material climate targets and goals
• Details about carbon offset (and REC) 

usage where material to a company’s 
climate-related strategies 

(Item 1504(d))

• Amount of CO2e
• Nature of credits: avoidance, 

reduction, or removal
• Standard and registry 
• Location and description of project
• Cost of credits (incl. related 

expenses or losses)
• Balance sheet & income statement



A major step towards corporate ESG transparency

• ~2800 US companies + 540 foreign companies with US 
business: # of companies expected to make disclosures

• 54 % of US-listed companies currently disclose scopes 1 & 2; 
Compare to 73% in other developed markets 

• Projected challenges: streamlining data tracking, collection, 
reporting; bolstering governance around ESG; dealing with 
potential controversies re: greenwashing and anti-ESG 
rhetoric

• Potential roadblocks: impending legal challenges 

Carbon market impacts: no direct impositions on registries, 
developers, or other actors, but increased corporate focus on ESG + 
credit reporting transparency could influence VCM engagement 



CFTC VCM Public Commentary
• Key Takeaways:

o 86 total comments.
o Majority support financial additionality, and/or 

further tests  to be included.
o Most implicitly/explicitly support ICVCM and 

urged CFTC to follow suit.
o Vocal minority argued for flexible additionality 

definitions based on market uptake
 Many noted perverse incentives on agricultural 

and forest management practices.

• Next Steps:
• Issuance of Final Rule inclusive of comments 

– Date TBD



Comments:

• Nori:
o Additionality also has the effect of impeding the growth of the 

VCM by, for example, making the VCM unattractive to farmers 
who have already adopted regenerative agricultural 
practices…

o Besides being unnecessary for removals, additionality can 
create troubling incentives and situations that are subject to 
manipulation…

o The perverse incentive becomes clear: if the creditor wants to 
maximize the economic benefits of the carbon credit project 
they can manipulate the baseline by cutting down trees in the 
reference forest that would otherwise have remained standing 
(and benefiting the environment) to create an artificially high 
crediting volume for the “protected forest.”



Comments:

• Food and Ag Climate Alliance 
(FACA):
o The CFTC should be cognizant that 

influencing these definitions could 
negatively impact demand for carbon 
credits on the VCM.

o To ensure standards do not create 
perverse incentives for early adopters 
at the expense of their existing 
climate mitigation activities, and that 
definitions for permanence 
and additionality do not exclude high-
quality credit generation from land-
based activities.



Comments:
• Ecosystem Services Market 

Consortium (ESMC):
• Additionality projects in a marketplace should 

be characterized as implemented in response 
to market incentives…

• …The way additionality applies to agriculture is 
very different than in other sectors such as 
energy. Each year, everything a producer does 
is new and is done in response to external 
market forces.

o … in agriculture must (a) be measured in a 
nuanced manner, and (b) is an area under 
intense research and will take market 
innovation to appropriately address. This is why 
ESMC is concerned that over-prescriptive 
guidance or regulation at this early stage could 
inadvertently limit markets’ ability to innovate a 
solution to this and other related challenges, 
and ultimately harm producers in the long run.



• Xpansiv (Carbon Credit Digital Marketplace)
• “..It is possible, however, that scenarios may emerge that call for flexibility.  If a new class 

of VCCs was developed with less restrictive additionality criteria to support climate finance 
from well-maintained forests, in this example, it would be useful if the CFTC proposed 
guidance was sufficiently flexible….”

• Manhattan Institute (Urban Studies Policy Think Tank)
o High quality” reflects a normative judgment about the credits that appeal to certain market 

participants ... The CFTC concedes this point, reasoning only that some undefined “many” 
companies value these characteristics and does not dispute that nonconforming credits 
are nonetheless voluntary carbon credits to which market participants prescribe value.

• IECA (International Energy Credit Association):

• The CFTC is not an environmental regulator and should not be defining terms 
like “additionality” or “permanence.”



Carbon Crediting and the 
Economy of the Future
Jim Blackburn
CEO, BCarbon



Nature’s Carbon Cycle



Mine Make Use Dispose

Anthropogenic GHG Emissions

Nature’s Carbon Cycle
vs. Human emissions



Natural Carbon 
Dioxide Drawdown

Linear Economy 
Emissions + Decay + 
Respiration

Current Situation is Unbalanced  
CO2 in atmosphere has gone from 325 to 425 

ppm in last 200 hundred years



Future Situation – a closed loop ?
More Drawdown than Emissions?

Must Protect Existing 
Sinks – but this is not 

currently a focus

Must Reduce Emissions 
Wherever Possible: Avoid, 

Minimize, Mitigate

Natural Carbon 
Dioxide Drawdown

Linear Economy 
Emissions + Decay + 
Respiration



Mine

Current carbon market 
focuses on increasing 
natural capacity 

But where is our guarantee 
that the status quo 
“baseline” will continue?



Mine

Current carbon market 
focuses on increasing 
natural capacity 

We have to close the loop 
by reinvesting in natural 
sinks

$



Future Situation –
Earth Must Be The Central Policy Focus

Natural Carbon 
Dioxide Drawdown

Linear Economy 
Emissions + Decay + 
Respiration



The avoided conversion challenge
• It is extremely difficult to reliably prove that an area would 

convert without action – leading to real issues with traditional 
additionality of offsets

• However, avoided conversion of sinks is still critical to our climate 
strategy

Is there a way to deal with 
this? A different way of 
assessing the “worth” of a 
credit?



Filling the Gap in the Current Carbon Market

The Current System

• Focused primarily on expansion of 
sinks plus avoided conversion 
where danger of conversion 
imminent

• Takes limited view of protection of 
sinks  

What is missing

• Credits can be issued to protect 
sinks regardless of threat 

• Sinks can be measured and 
monitored for drawdown efficiency

• Expansion of sinks will come with 
market



Circular Economy and Carbon Credits as 
Compensation for Maintenance of Sinks

• Carbon credits can and should support circular economic 
thinking

• Protecting and expanding sinks consistent with maintenance of 
Earth Cycles

But protecting ALL sinks has 
not so far been part of the 
carbon market conversation.



What is the value of a non-offset 
“carbon credit” that protects existing 
sinks and furthers circular economic 
thinking + practice?
What other credit options besides “carbon credits” are there that model this? 
Are there others advocating for this in the space? 
Is there an appetite among buyers?



Evolution 
Out of Chaos

A Better 
System Will 
Emerge
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